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If you feel that you need to have additional advices, it is best to contact with the Exams Board before sitting for an exam. Hello Best mate, i.e, my all my best mate evaluation video quality is really bad on my pc here (i am using a newly formatted computer). I always keep watch movies in high quality but i am not getting the same quality on this
book. Help me to play this video in high quality. hi all i got my 12th test my very first time i have to give a exam so how to prepare for it i just started looking into books but i am not getting any information can some one plz help me thank you Hello, I have taken my 12th class exam today I have taken my biochemistry 1st year exam and now I am

preparing to take my chemistry 2nd year exam I am looking to know if there are some books which I can use for preparing my exams because my knowledge is not enough to prepare for it Sir, Can you plz tell me how to prepare for my 12th examination which is going to be held in april. I am pretty sure that my question is quite funny but i am
very tensed as it is my first time. Please help me I am so excited as it’s my first exam. I have already started preparation but the problem is that in my batch the chemistry paper is only one. We have two papers in biology and one paper in physics. Will it be difficult to prepare for both. Please help me. Hi can someone please tell me how to prepare
for the biochem exam, because if I click on the biochem book it says it is for 12th. I have already started preparing and I am just confused as to which book to use hello sir, i am preparing for my 12th examination which is to be done by end of june. please tell me which books i should use. and the important of the books is that i have to prepare
for all the science subjects in the syllabus. which books are good for maths? Can anyone please help me in preparing for my AP exams. I am preparing for my exam starting from last week itself. I am confused with the subjects, subjects that are important for me. So can anyone please help me regarding the same. I am preparing for my exam

within a short period of time. Good Morning, I want to prepare a question paper to cover
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